Imagine for a moment how difficult it would be to conduct your daily affairs without having a banking relationship. Your access to cash would be limited at best, paying bills by mail would be cumbersome, and you would likely be forced to pay higher interest rates on borrowed money than those with bank accounts. It’s likely not surprising to you that some individuals have chosen not to utilize banking institutions to manage their financial affairs. But recent changes in government policy have required that financial professionals take another look at how the “unbanked” population can be served by both traditional and non-traditional financial institutions. And in the process, many bankers are realizing that an important new market of customers exists that is waiting to be tapped.

A HEIGHTENED AWARENESS

Widespread public awareness of the unbanked population was highlighted with the passage of the Debt Collection Improvement Act of 1996, along with the initiation of the Electronic Funds Transfer Program (EFT99) which implemented the act. The act mandated that, effective January 2, 1999, all government payments be delivered electronically. Its implementation also created a greater awareness of the myriad of Americans who have chosen not to establish accounts at banking institutions to manage their finances.

Under EFT99, government institutions, with the help of banks, were required to establish a method of paying all recipients electronically. But making electronic payments to individuals without bank accounts has proven difficult to accomplish in practice.

Although the U.S. Treasury Department attempted to find a way to meet the requirements of EFT99 without causing undue hardship on recipients, neither traditional nor nontraditional financial providers were able to present a plan that fully addressed either the Treasury’s requirements or recipients’ needs. In June of 1998, it was announced that individuals who receive government payments by check will not be switched to electronic delivery unless they specifically request the change, making electronic delivery optional.

The provisions of EFT99 also attempted to provide a means for individuals to use more traditional financial institutions at a low cost.
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The “unbanked” have been designated by nontraditional providers as Asset Limited, Income Constrained (ALIC). The unbanked population—which has been estimated at 13% of American households—currently utilizes a variety of methods to cash checks, make payments and take out small short-term loans. Surveys show that most unbanked individuals tend to have low to moderate incomes, i.e., less than $25,000.7 They also tend to have achieved below-average education levels, are younger, and are more often a racial or ethnic minority.

According to the latest Survey of Consumer Finances, sponsored by the Federal Reserve System, the reasons many unbanked consumers have decided against utilizing traditional bank services have not changed all that much over time. They feel that they do not write enough checks to make it worthwhile, do not have enough money to open an account, and/or they simply do not like dealing with banks.2

John Caskey, author of Fringe Banking Check-Cashing Outlets, Pawnshops, and the Poor and professor of economics at Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa., conducted a survey of unbanked consumers and found that many wanted to keep their financial records private and were not comfortable dealing with banks. He concluded that many unbanked households have limited funds and cannot meet or maintain the account balances required by financial institutions. In addition, Caskey found, these consumers harbor a deep-seated distrust of financial institutions and prefer to handle their financial affairs through alternative financial service providers.4

THE “FRINGE” BANKS

Typically, unbanked individuals often use what have been called “fringe banks,”5 such as check-cashing outlets and pawnshops. They use these fringe banks because they are often unaware of their alternatives, especially if they reside in areas with few bank branches, or if they were raised in families that never established bank accounts.

These days, check-cashing outlets abound in urban areas, even in those that are served by bank branches. These facilities will cash government, payroll, and personal checks for a fee. In addition, these outlets also typically facilitate utility bill payment and sell money orders, prepaid long distance and local phone cards, lottery tickets, stamps, and facsimile and copying services. Recent history indicates that check-cashing outlets have found a ready market in serving the unbanked population: Annually, these institutions cash more than 150 million checks worth more than $60 billion. What’s more, the number of check-cashing outlets has tripled since 1986 to more than 6,000. Their growth is attributed to a rise in the number of households without bank accounts, an increase in low-paying service-sector jobs, and an overall increase in the lower-income population.6

It is estimated that the cost of cashing checks via check-cashing outlets is much higher on an annual basis than utilizing and maintaining a bank checking account. Assuming one government check for $500 and two personal checks with a value of $100 are cashed and three money orders are bought monthly, the fees charged could be as high as $26.50 a month. Furthermore, the fees charged by check-cashing outlets, which typically range from 1.5% of the face value for government checks to 10% of the face value for personal checks, are regulated in only 13 states.

Check-cashing outlets also offer payday loans for those consumers needing a short-term loan. Typically, these payday loans are provided at a very high cost, sometimes with annualized interest rates...
Welfare-to-Work

With the 1996 passage of welfare reform legislation, President Clinton and Congress have set the stage for a significant revamping of the U.S. public-assistance system.

Under the so-called Welfare-to-Work legislation, the federal government has mandated a five-year lifetime limit for receiving public aid. After two years of receiving assistance, recipients must either be working or enrolled in a work-training program. However, individual states can extend the time limit for certain hardships such as physical handicaps or extraordinary child-care situations.

In sum, the overhaul of welfare means that the program will serve as a safety net for low-income Americans in temporary need of assistance, rather than as a lifelong support system. The federal government’s message is clear: If you’re able-bodied, you’re obligated to enter the workforce.

However, the complexities of moving people off welfare rolls and into the workforce is going to require more than signing off on legislation that tightens the flow of public assistance. Proponents of the new legislation note that meaningful welfare reform is dependent on the willingness of private sector employers to hire and train people on welfare.

As an incentive to employers, Congress has allocated billions of dollars in welfare-to-work grants which can be used by states and cities to entice private firms to hire welfare recipients. In addition to federal tax credits, certain states offer incentive programs. In Ohio, those programs include wage subsidies for employers who hire welfare clients, as well as tax credits and child-care credits.

In a departure from its customary role of facilitating loans to small businesses, the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) has mounted a campaign to urge private employers to hire welfare recipients. “Welfare, as we’ve known it in the past, doesn’t exist anymore,” says Gil Goldberg, district director of the SBA’s Cleveland office. “It’s very important to understand that, from now on, there will be a limited amount of time that people can stay on welfare.”

The agency recently completed a direct-mailing to 10,000 employers in northern Ohio. The mailing highlighted the benefits of hiring welfare recipients. According to Goldberg, his office has received numerous responses from businesses that are interested in participating in welfare-to-work programs. The SBA refers prospective employers to social service agencies, which then refer welfare clients to the employers.

Bettie Baca, a Washington-based senior advisor for the SBA, notes that the new priority in welfare programs is “work first.” She explains that “those of us in government and the private sector need to provide a method for people to transition off of welfare and into the workplace. At the SBA, we are the ‘work’ side of welfare-to-work. We are attempting to match up employers that need workers with county entities that supply job-ready individuals.”

Baca concedes that a high percentage of welfare recipients face barriers in their attempts to seek and maintain employment. She says that the key to the success of welfare-to-work will be identifying and addressing those barriers.

Cuyahoga County, which includes the Cleveland metropolitan area, is attempting to ease the welfare-to-work transition through its recently implemented Work-in-Training program. According to Rick Werner, executive officer for community resources, the most common barriers to employment are:

- insufficient child-care resources
- lack of education
- lack of job training
- ongoing substance abuse problems

“Our primary focus is helping our welfare clients to develop job-readiness skills,” said Werner. “We are trying to acclimate them to the demands of the workplace. They need to be able to organize themselves, show up for work on time, and remain substance-free.”

Although Ross is pleased by her experiences in hiring welfare recipients, she cautions that social service agencies need to do a better job of screening and orienting prospective referrals. “Alcohol and drug dependency are a serious problem among some of the referrals we get,” she said. “The county and social-service agencies need to help these people with those issues before they send them to employers. In general, we’ve found that if we have a clean and sober employee, we can work with them.”

Werner says it’s too early to determine if Cuyahoga County’s Work-in-Training program is helping to shrink the welfare rolls, but early results have been positive. “Two years ago, we had about 27,000 families that were collecting public assistance from the county. Now, we’re down to about 24,000,” Werner said. “Although a large percentage of that decline can possibly be attributed to our healthy overall economy, we are definitely optimistic that we will continue to move people off of welfare and into jobs.”

Patricia Ross, director of Able One’s Moving Co., a Cleveland-area moving and storage company, said her firm has hired a dozen welfare recipients through SBA referrals and other welfare-to-work programs. “We’ve had some success stories,” said Ross. “It’s a tight labor market with high turnover, so we look at the welfare-to-work program as an alternative labor service. From a business perspective, it can make sense to hire people off welfare, because they can often be coached and mentored to adapt to your company’s needs. If the company gains a long-term employee, that’s worth more than the federal or state hiring subsidy.”

Ross notes that employers seeking to hire welfare recipients must be prepared to “be flexible and humanistic.” In Able One’s case, the firm has dedicated nursery space in its office so that employees can bring their babies to work instead of paying for day care service. She added, “since some of our employees don’t have access to laundry facilities, we’ve contracted with a uniform service so that they have clean clothes.”
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Tackling Welfare Reform with the IDA

During this period of robust economic growth, we have an important opportunity to tackle the challenge of welfare reform. And using Individual Development Accounts to assist low-income individuals in asset acquisition appears to be one of the most promising anti-poverty ideas to emerge in the last few decades.

The Individual Development Account in some ways mirrors the programs created by the GI Bill of the 1950s and the Homestead Act of the 1880s, in that it provides an opportunity for economic improvement to those participants who fulfill the program requirements.

Individual Development Accounts (IDAs) are designed especially for those low-income citizens who have no viable savings or are unaccustomed to investing for long-term growth. Many of these Americans find themselves entrenched in government welfare programs, in low-wage jobs with little or no advancement potential, or as single heads-of-household with one or more dependents. For these individuals, IDAs may help to provide a path toward long-term financial stability.

A national experiment using IDAs to increase the wealth of low-income Americans is now underway in approximately 49 test sites across the country. The hypothesis is that people cannot escape poverty without hard assets that can be negotiated in our mainstream economy.

Participants in the program learn to save money in order to acquire one of three major assets: a first home, higher education, or capitalization for a start-up business. Besides saving money, participants must also meet their expenses. Along the way, they develop an understanding of investment and leveraging dollars, as well as of the long-term care and the transactional nature of their assets.

To provide an incentive and develop a discipline toward saving, the program rewards participants with a 2-to-1 dollar match for every dollar saved, up to a maximum of $1,500. This reward motivates participants to follow the stringent program requirements and also to realize a previously unattainable ambition.

The experiment is being administered by numerous nonprofit community organizations which recruit participants, implement the IDAs, and provide training, education and counseling. Corporations and religious institutions can also become involved by providing match and administrative funds, educational resources, and financing vehicles for asset acquisition.

In Cleveland, one of the 49 test sites, several nonprofit organizations have joined forces in a $1,500 demonstration effort to assist and educate individuals with family incomes of no more than 200% of poverty. The 540 participants are expected to develop and adhere to a personal budget, attend monthly economic literacy classes, and make monthly deposits into the IDA. In addition, participants must successfully complete a training program focusing on the particular asset to be purchased. These four requirements are designed to change an individual’s cash-based spending habits, fostering a long-term, goal-oriented approach to effective money management.

The managing partner of the Cleveland IDA project is WECO (Working for Empowerment through Community Organizing), a 27-year-old community economic development corporation. WECO also provides microenterprise training for those participants planning to start up a small business. For participants planning to acquire a home, the Cleveland Housing Network is providing homeownership training, purchase assistance, and rehabilitated homes. Youth Opportunities Unlimited provides career counseling, financial aid assistance and mentoring for individuals with education IDAs.

In addition, the Consumer Credit Counseling Service of Northeastern Ohio verifies income for program certification, provides debt counseling, and works with participants to develop spending plans. And a two-year economic literacy curriculum is provided to all participants by the Urban League of Greater Cleveland.

The more than 500 accounts to be opened over the next four years are expected to create $1,215,000 in new wealth through a combination of personal savings and program dollars. It is estimated that 78% of these IDAs will be established for homeownership, leveraging approximately $22,986,000 that will be invested in Cleveland-area rehabilitated homes. One-fourth of the accounts will likely be created for education, leveraging approximately $1,290,000 for college or job training. And an estimated 5% of the IDAs will be set up for small business development, resulting in $216,000 microloan dollars.

This innovative effort offers a unique opportunity for community-wide public/private partnerships. Together with local government agencies, corporations and nonprofit organizations can then develop comprehensive strategies to retain the investments created by IDA holders.
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ranging from 213% to 913%. To the uneducated consumer, the quoted rate on a payday advance loan sounds reasonable. But the rate quickly increases with any subsequent rollover. The chart at left shows the annualized percentage rate for a payday loan outstanding for six weeks. As you can see, on an annualized basis, interest rates quickly increase astronomically.

Another alternative available to the unbanked for short-term small loans are the more than 15,000 pawnshops nationwide.7 While for many, the image of a pawnshop still conjures images of shady deals and disreputable characters, their presence in society has perhaps become more mainstream. Over the last 10 years, pawnshops have turned up in strip malls and other suburban venues. They no longer lend money only on larger ticket items such as jewelry, but also on small household appliances and tools. Interest rates vary from 3% to 25% per month, depending on state laws.

A pawnshop loan is a relatively simple but costly transaction in which the broker makes a fixed price loan to a consumer who leaves some form of collateral in possession of the broker. If the customer repays the loan and all required fees, the broker returns the collateral to the customer. If the customer does not repay the loan by a specified date, the collateral becomes the property of the broker and the customer’s loan is extinguished.

NEW ALTERNATIVES FOR THE UNBANKED

With more than 10 million potential customers at stake, there is substantial incentive to organizations to provide services that can generate both revenue and profits while also serving the needs of unbanked consumers. It is also important that unbanked individuals realize what benefits they are forgoing not to utilize traditional bank services.

Although the check-cashing outlets and pawnshops are providing needed services to the unbanked, in virtually all cases they are doing so at higher prices than might be paid to traditional financial institutions. Besides its lower monthly cost and its immediate benefit of bill payment, a bank checking account would also allow the unbanked consumer to establish a credit history. And loans provided by traditional financial institutions carry considerably lower interest rates than those offered by alternative outlets.

Although there will likely always be some individuals who choose not to establish bank accounts, many more would be willing to use traditional financial services if they knew they were affordable. An educational effort is required to demonstrate to unbanked individuals that the fees they are currently paying to check-cashing outlets or other fringe institutions are substantially higher than the fees charged by financial institutions to maintain checking and savings accounts.

While the unbanked are not the traditional target customers of financial institutions, they are potential customers in need of important financial services. By offering these individuals accounts and services geared around their needs and concerns, banking institutions should find the unbanked population to be an especially attractive and virtually untapped market that will utilize a growing number of fee-based services in the years to come.

Barbara Good is a payments system specialist at the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland. This article was excerpted from an Economic Commentary article that will be published in early 1999.

1. The only exception noted was that tax refunds did not need to be issued in electronic form by January 2, 1999. The payments that were included, however, were salary, benefits, vendor, and miscellaneous payments. These payments are disbursed either by the Federal U.S. Department of the Treasury or by other agencies with delegated or statutory disbursing authority.


5. The term fringe bank was coined by Hyman Minsky and popularized by John Caskey in his book Fringe Banking: Check-Cashing Outlets, Pawnshops, and the Poor.


BUSINESS ACCESS TO CAPITAL AND CREDIT FOCUS OF FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM ACADEMIC CONFERENCE


The conference, held at the Sheraton National Hotel, 900 S. Orme Street, will feature 17 research papers followed by discussants' responses and general discussion. Topics include the many aspects of the small business lending relationship, minority access to capital and credit, microlending, credit scoring, effects of bank consolidation, and more. Representatives from academia, financial institutions, nonprofit organizations, foundations, government, and various regulatory agencies are invited to attend the conference.

CREDIT ACCESS FOR WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESSES

The Federal Reserve has produced a videotape designed to heighten awareness among lenders about the business opportunities available to them in lending to businesses owned by women.

Businesses owned by women represent one of the fastest growing sectors of the nation’s economy. Between 1987 and 1996, the number of women-owned businesses grew 78% nationwide, outpacing overall business growth by nearly 2 to 1.

The videotape, titled To Their Credit: Women-Owned Businesses, features successful women business owners describing their experiences in obtaining bank credit. To potential entrepreneurs, the tape stresses the need for future commercial borrowers to build a relationship with the lender and to have a comprehensive business plan prepared prior to approaching a lender. To potential lenders, the tape focuses on the profitability this fast-growing segment of the economy offers financial institutions.

In viewing the 30-minute program, future women entrepreneurs should recognize the many informational resources available to help them including:

- Women’s Business Development Centers
- Small Business Administration Women’s Business Centers
- Federal Reserve Bank Community Affairs Offices

The videotape is available through FVS Media for a nominal fee. The telephone number is (800) 555-5471.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago and the Women’s Business Development Center also produced a publication that covers access to credit issues. The publication, Access to Credit: A Guide for Lenders and Women Owners of Small Businesses, can be obtained by contacting the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago’s Public Affairs Office at (312) 322-5111.

EVALUATING MORTGAGE LOAN APPLICATIONS

Fannie Mae has a new publication for first-time homebuyers. The brochure provides information on the roles that credit scoring and automated underwriting play in helping lenders evaluate mortgage loan applications, including:

- What is a credit score and why is it used?
- What information is needed to create a credit score?
- How can the consumer make sure the information that is used to determine the credit score is correct?
- What is automated underwriting and how is it used to evaluate a mortgage loan application?
- What can an applicant do to demonstrate his ability to repay a mortgage loan and increase the likelihood that he will be able to obtain a mortgage?

For further information, contact Fannie Mae’s Consumer Resource Center at (800) 732-6643.